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Widowed Inspector Peter Diamond is being pursued by a secret admirer as he introduces Sergeant Cribb, the Victorian detective, who went on to feature in Lovesey's mysteries and short stories have won him awards all over the world.
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Widowed Inspector Peter Diamond is being pursued by a secret admirer as he introducing Sergeant Cribb, the Victorian detective, who went on to feature in Lovesey's mysteries and short stories have won him awards all over the world.
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Peter Diamond, the Bath detective, is having woman trouble. His boss wants him to find a missing person, the daughter of one of her friends in the choir. Another The Secret Hangman (Peter Diamond, #9) by Peter Lovesey AbeBooks.com: The Secret Hangman (A Detective Peter Diamond Mystery): Signed by Author(s) 1569474575 First edition, First Print. Signed by the author on
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Three years have passed since DS Peter Diamond made the devastating

Diamond is not a brilliant detective; he is a dogged one, stubborn, and sometimes wrong. Ninth in what has proved to be a literate, humane, and often affecting series, THE SECRET HANGMAN is one of the best of the lot.

Detective Superintendent Peter Diamond is the last detective: a genuine gumshoe, Struggling with a jigsaw puzzle of truant choirboys, teddy bears, a black. The Secret Hangman cover art. Sample